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I. IN'TltO UUCTI UN

1.1 Emphasis in this pape"

Nuclear safeguards is a part of the international non-proliferation

regime and may be taken up from many different angles including technical,

political, philosophical or institutional. In view of the stated

objective of this Conference, namely "to discuss and assess the overall

role to be played by nuclear energy in relation to other available energy

sources, with particular reference to the nuclear fuel cycle and the need

for its integration", more comprehensive approach has been taken in this

paper rather than to concentrate on specifics of technology. The major

emphasis is of course on IAEA Safeguards and its role within the framework

of the world-wide development of nuclear technology. Titles of other

invited papers in safeguards and other areas have been taken into

consideration in selecting emphasis. Taking politice.j. position regard-

ing any aspects of the subject matter has been carefully avoided.

1.2 IAEA Safeguards as an integral part of nuclear trade

Between the increasing world's needs for nuclear power as source of

energy and the requirement to constrain possible spread of nuclear weapons,
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IAKA Safeguards becomes a major link which connects the two. In this

.sense, although IAEA Safeguards is primarily technical in its formulation

and contents, it needs to be supplemented by other non-teclmical consider-

ations, !localise of the geographic distribution of resources, technology

and facilities in nuclear industry, international trade is the essential
(<>)

feature. IAEA Safeguards implementation may be on international

trans for of nuclear material or on such material within a national fuel

cycle, while triggering mechanism for safeguards may vary according to the

terms of safeguards agreements, but international nuclear trade takes

important position in the entire safeguards considerations.

1.3 Process of verification

IAEA Safeguards is essentially a process of verification so that no

violation takes place regarding agreements between the International

Atomic Energy Agency and the states, and that nuclear material will not be

diverted from peaceful nuclear fuel cycle to military or other unauthorized

purposes. Strictly speaking, this is not equivalent to the requirements

of Article II of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, which deals more directly

with weapons or explosive devices acquisition. It intends to prevent such

diversion only indirectly by providing for timely detection capabilities,

and as such does not contain elements which restrict nuclear trade. It

might, however, mean economic, psychological and other constraints to

nuclear industry. Nuclear trade itself, on the other hand, is conditional

on acceptance of the IAEA Safeguards. Futher restraints on nuclear trade

may also come from other considerations within the international non-

proliferation regime such as the requirement of proper physical protection

measures on strategic nuclear material.

Safeguards alone is not sufficient to prevent proliferation, and

political arrangements which makes proliferation an unattractive policy

option would be of primary importance. It may be noted that sanction

2
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against violation would likely to fall in the domain of international

nuclear trade as an immediate step. Compared to verification provisions

in other arms control arrangements, nuclear safeguards can be characteriz-

ed by (a) on-site inspection (compared to "national' technical means" in

SALT-I), and (b) concentration of efforts on two easily traceable material,

namely l;ranium and Plutonium (compared to the difficulties of verification

in !!iologieal and Chemical Weapons. ) .

2. KVULUTIUN OF SAI-1KGL1AIiDS

2.1 Brief history of safeguards development

The concept of nuclear safeguards is as old as the history of atomic

energy in the international scene. It apeeared for the first time in a

U)I1J resolution of UN General Assembly, and later in the liaruch Plan which

the United States proposed to the United Nations. Although these proposals

in UN did not lead to tangible results, it is clear that non-proliferation

was one of the major concerns from the beginning as an inevitable coroll-
(4)

ary to the international spread of nuclear knowledge and capabilities.

When IAEA was created in 1957 following the policy of "Atoms for

peace", safeguards was written into its Statute as an requirement to "en-

sure so far as it is able", (a) so that IAEA assistance "is no», used in

such way as to further any military purposes." The Agency could also

administer safeguards, (b) at the request of the parties tc any bilateral

or multilateral agreement or (c) on the basis of voluntary submission.

Item (a) after all did not become the dominating feature of the Agnecy

Safeguards application while (b) and (c) became the prevalent mode.

The first attempt to define procedures for IAEA safeguards application

resulted in INFCIRC/26 of !96! to.- reactors of less than 100 MW(th). Then

came a more comprehensive procedures of INFCIIIC/66 of 1965, covering reac-



tors, reprocessing, conversion and fabircation (lNPCTRC/66/Hev. 2 of

After the Non-I'rolii'eration Treaty entered into force in 1970, so-called

Model Agreement was written which became known as INFCIRC/153» The new

procedures did not merely reflect the requirements of .NTT, but. represented

culmination of efforts of the proceeding years by the international safe-

guards community to re-organi/e safeguards as an objective technical

system. ''

The past six years witnessed attempts to put 1NF';1RC/153 into practice

through preparation of various safeguards agreements and their subsidiari-

es, and more recently through activities of the Standing Advisory Group for

Safeguards Implementation (SAGSl). A number of practical problems had to be

faced in this process regarding such issues as sample size determination,

significant quantities for different Material Balanace Areas ( M M ) , physical

Inventory taking (PIT) intervals, and assessment of the role of national or

regional systems of nuclear material accountancy and.control. Although re-

markable progress has been made in each of these areas, it is perhaps cor-

I1OCi i o say that the system of IAEA Safeguards needs to further refine itself

in order to maintain desired level of technical effectiveness while coping

with the rapidly expanding front and back ends of nuclear fuel cycle. '

2.2 Close correspondence with development

The historical evolution of the international safeguards closely

reflect the stages of development in nuclear power as source of energy and

at the same time corresponds to the changing perception of what constitute

nuclear proliferation. Prom the same reason, it should be expected that

new problems will emerge as we move into the new period of political and

economic order with much more emphasis on energy, technology and inter-

dependence.

During the period immediately following the war, nuclear power was

not assigned any energy role to speak of, except among the few who could
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appreciate the great potential of this new technology. Full capabilities

and implications of nuclear weapon had riot been well understood, and

sophisticated nuclear strategic doctrl-nes were far from being developed.

The strongest concern at the time was to find means of tight international

control over the entire scope of this technology so that other nation or

nations should not get hold of the super weapons. With the arrival of

peaceful atom, especially prior to the period of the "gre.'̂ t discoveries"

of the world's oil reserves, nuclear power received instant acceptance as

the hope for the future which would supply the energy necessary for post-

war recovery and reconstruction. Many of the paperr presented at the

First Geneva Conference of 1955 reflected this gre.jt expectations. Even

before commercial nuclear power generation was denonstrated to be a feasi-

ble proposition, many national programs were announced involving different

reactor types. Commercial nuclear fuel cycle was talked about as if it

were an assured reality, while fast breeder an4 even fusion reactor sound-

ed as if they were things of immediate tomorrrw. T1Or those who were

familier with the military side of the techno.locy, built-in mechanism for

prevention of diversion from peaceful atom t> nuclear weapon must have
i

seemed alarmingly important. Safeguards becjame well established as a

concept. In .reality, international transactions in nuclear field was

mostly in the form of assistance .to provide basic scientific capabilities

only. Very ofiven this was done within the framework of bilateral agree-

ments and not through IAEA. Fact that the Agency's safeguards procedi'-res

were written in !96! for the first time and that they were limited to

reactors of less than 100 MW(th) speaks for this situation. The post of

Inspector General within the Agency Secretariat was not fully functioning

until 196 .
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2.5 Of being "future conditional"

On important characteristic of peaceful nue1ear power in general is

that its benefits as well as its troubles have always been expectations

and anticipations for future. Experiences show that often realities

failed to live up to the expectations and anticipations. Even before the

first nuclear kilowatt was generated at anything like commercial and

competitive cost, nations talked about miilions of nuclear kilowatts

and then have kept adjusting their ten or twenty years' development

programs according to running pessimism or optimism of the time. Nuclear

safety belong to the same category. It has become a habit within this

industry to imagine beforehand the entire spectrum of accidents and to

regulate accordingly without benefits of operational experiences. Nuclear

proliferation is also in a similar situation. Before the spread of

nuclear knowledge and capabilities became international reality, safe-

guards has been expected to anticipate all possible patterns of diversion,

sometimes including absurdly unrealistic ones.

To a great extent, this is inevitable because of the long lead time

common to modern large scale industrial technology. Also, effects of

modern technology can be of such global scale and duration that mankind

has not experienced in the past. Environmental pollution and nuclear

proliferation are two good examples. At the same time, it is extremely

important to be aware of the danger involved in always reacting in antici-

pation. Just as there can be no one hundred percent technical safety, and

credibility of social institutions as well as cost benefit analysis have

to be brought into the safety evaluation, it is not possible to obtain

100% assurance of non-proliferation through safeguards technology alone.

The dialogue between technical and socio-political communities seems to

have been strangely unproductive on this particular count. Technical

and socio-political solutions can complement each other but one can never

replace the other.



3. SAFEGUARDS UNDER INFCIRC/153

3.1 Important characteristics

IAEA Safeguards as initially conceived under NPT, as embodied in

1NFCIRC/153 and as developed through safeguards agreements between the

Agency and the EURATOM Community and with other countries have the follow-

ing important characteristics:

(a) It tries to replace subjective judgement about weapons related

activities exercised by individual inspectors with an objective evaluation

of diversion probabilities through systems analysis. In this way, it

attempts to standardize the procedures so that report analysis, record

examination and routine on-site inspection may be carried out on uniform

basis for a very large number of countries.

(b) Adoption of statistical approach regarding verification of the find-

ings of national system of nuclear material accounting and control indi-

cates the philosophy that lOOfo assurance is no longer required or possible.

Concepts such as "significant quantity" or "timely detection" show that

diversion below accumulation of measurement inaccuracies cannot be

ascertained beyond a stated confidence level. IAEA Safeguards is regarded

as deterence against unauthorized diversion while more strict physical

control of nuclear material is left to sovereign activities of individual

states.

(c) Containment and surveillance were declared to be integral parts of

safeguards implementation and other useful concepts have been mentioned

as important tool to distinguish between different characteristics of

national fuel cycles. In reality, the Agency have been applying safe-

guards on the basis of individual MBA's rather than the entirety of

national fuel cycle, with nuclear material accountancy as the central and

dominant feature.
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(cl) As an actual practice, application of safeguards have been focused on

power reactors and fuel fabrication plants as well as some research

facilities of the advanced countries. The record of the Agency's

implementation activities for the year 1975 show that the following

facilities were under IAEA safeguards!

under Nl1T outside of NPT

Power reactors

Fuel fabrication and others

Research facilities

l'i

9

70

22

6

82

In the year 1975» EURATOM agreement was not yet operational, nor were the

voluntary submission agreements with nuclear weapon states. This mer-nt

neither enrichment plant nor reprocessing plant were under IAEA safeguards.

3.2 Problems u.!countered

Because aggregate amount from nuclear material measurement inaccuraci-

es are proportional to throughput, theoretical diversion detection capa-

bilities of the safeguards authority may, in time, not sufficient to be

comfortable Application of statistical theories for the purpose of sample

determination pre-supposes sufficient prior knowledge about facility's

operational mode. On the other hand, experiences show that few nuclear

facilities operate according to the pre-determined normal pattern. Both

problems <.re basic to the current system aiid indicates the need for

modification as theories are applied in the actual field.

In this connection, subject of great practical importance is determi-

nation of optimum deployment of the Agency's safeguards efforts with the

increasing number of production and handling facilities of highly enriched

Uranium and Plutonium. From the point of view of ease of diversion and

usefulness of nuclear devices so produced, the following priority might

provide a general guide:
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i) storage of high enriched Uranium and Plutonium without high radia-

tion background including fuel fabrication plants,

ii) research facilities where weapon grade material may be available

with easier access arid where irregular modes of operation do not

cause suspicion,

iii) uranium enrichment facility designed for low enrichment and spent

fuel reprocessing plant which extracts reactor grade Plutonium,

iv) power reactor and low enriched fuel fabrication, because they

provide feed material for ii) and iii) above. In case of pow«r

reactors, access is the hardest because of high operating pressure

and temperature as well as very high radiation level.

It is easy to see that the current mode of NPT safeguards has based

itself on experiences and knowledge of yesterday and is operating on the

realities of today, and thus may not be the most adequate in dealing with

problems of tomorrow. There are two things to be said in this regard.

NPT marked an era seven years ago within the shifting emphasis of the

Super Power relations and concerned itself primarily with cases in which

capabilities to attain nuclear status was clear from the state of their

industrial background. Spread of nuclear potential and technology of

tomorrow will involve far larger number of countries. It is often argued

that the problem no longer will be that of assessing national resolution

to sacrifice considerable portion of GNP to acquire globally meaningful

scale of weapons capabilities. The prospect before us is that a large

number of countries may possess "mobilization plans" to produce small

scale arsenal for primarily local nrposes. Whether there is an un-

mistakable national will to mobilize today or not is less important.

It is the confrontation of mobilization plans that breeds instability

(s)

in international politics. ' One possible solution is to prevent such

tomorrow from happening, and for that adjustment of political conditions
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would preceed technology of safeguards or trade restriction measures in

its importance.

4. EXPECTED PATTERN OF NUCLEAK INDUSTRY

4.1 Energy needs

A familiar agrument in nuclear safety is the one which compares

social needs for nuclear energy with the acceptable risk range. Unless

one can afford to take absolutistic stantl and proposes to ban all peace-

-ul nuclear activities throughout the world, similar determination of

acceptable risk levels from different pattern of auclear proliferation

will be in order. The starting point for needs assessment is energy

which supplement oil and which should fuel economic well-being and indust-

rialization efforts. Given the world's current prospect for population

increase, steady growth in the world's energy consumption seems inevit-

able. Also, with the current status of different energy technologies,

there is no clear expectation that something other than nuclear fission

can take over to fulfil this increasing need within a decade or two. The

global balance of energy supply and demand based on the forseeable politi-

cal and economic factors indicates that nuclear fission may be called upon

to play increasingly important role from the 1980' s and well into the 21st

century or beyond. In view of the availability of uranium resources,

industrial scale use of Pu as fuel, particularly in the fast breeder

systems, would remain a very vital technology option for most of the

industrialized countries, especially those without significant coal

reserves. For one thing, present-day estimate of Pu fuel non-economics

may not hold in the long run with possible technology breakthrough or

under the different set of economic conditions.
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It is of course not accidental that among " .rious forms of energy

technology anil resources, atomic power alone possesses an international

organization like IAEA. As its history indicates, this stemmed from the

proximity of peaceful and military uses of nuclear technology. Record

of the big power rivalry in weapons development, as well as the stagger-

ing level of military and political impacts which advanced war-heads and

the ocean baaed ballistic missile launching tables with nuclear propulsion

have created bears out this concern. I'Jven if militarily less significant,

nnic-b more < rude nuclear weapons can a] so create considerable impacts. At

the same time, it should not be forgotten that the Agency has been assign-

ed a very important role as a clearing house for technology transfer,

especially technical assistance. Technology, as long as it meet universal

social needs, cannot be monopolized by a small number of countries for long.

>t.2 Nuclear industry seeks international market

More than any other forms of energy, nuclear power tends to seek

international markets. Geographic distribution of Uranium resources is

one factor that mandates international trade. If one looks at different

geographic zones of the world and compare expected Uranium demand and

supply ten years from today, only the United States come close to being

self-sufficient, (figures for USSR is not publicly available.) In the

European countries and Japan, demand far exceeds supply, while some of the

major Uranium producers have little or no immediate prospect for a large

(Q)
scale nuclear power program. '

This situation resembles that of oil, but in case of nuclear it

extends to the entirety of the industry, and is true for the rest of the

fuel cycle. This is because uranium enrichment, fuel fabrication, reactor

manufacturing, and spent fuel reprocessing each require very heavy concent-

ration of industrial technology. This calls for heavy concentration of

capital, which in turn calls for export drive regarding excess production
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capacity. As a manufacturing and service indu&try, the picture may be

compared to the aerospace industry in which only a very limited number of

producers «re supplying aircrafts to all the airlines and air orces of

the world. The problem involved is not limited to capabilities to produce

and supply today but also rei'erb to Il & I) activities to improve the

products and services of tomorrow, !letter efficiency in terms of energy

input as well aw of resources usage in uranium enrichment is mi example

of such technology improvements moving from gaseous diffusion to centri-

fuge to laser. Achievement of higher reliability factor and lower

occupational radiation exposure in light water reactors, or long and

tedious route in preparation of the fast breeder era may be another

example. Realizing commercial reprocessing technology in large scale

lias been the subject which the nuclear advanced countries have been work-

ing for many years. Such technology has to be environmental Iy acceptable also.

These observations lead to three important factors regarding future

of international nuclear trade:

a) It scorns more and more likely that a limited number of technology

centers will be meeting the world'» needs, '!his would invite r;i]»;dl>'

increasing volume of international trade both in term» of goods and

services.

b) As nuclear R & D becomes more and more costly proposition in terms

of financial and human resources, closer cooperation among the

advanced countries become more vital, thus calling for increased

international flow of information.

c) Since most of the fuel cycle facilities requ!*'.? large capital

investment and long lead time, and since such facilities when they

come on line, create capacity increase as a step function of time

against more or less continuous curve of demand increase, mutual

exchange of fuel cycle services will be a governing pattern for a

decade or so ex on within the industrial parts of the world.

12
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->. NKCKSSAHV KXTKXSlOX OF SAFEClJARl)S AND ITS StU1IM,EME.XTAin MEASURES

3.1 Improving technical of fee U voues.s

We have seen that role of nuclear power as energy source will

continue to expr>;ul and that this will enhance very large volume of

international trade. We have also noted that the current IAEA safe-

guards reflect, evolution of nuclear industry itself and the notion of

nuclear pro 1 i feral ion against, clianging background of international

political and military balance. It is important to look into some of

the measures to improve effectiveness of international safeguards so that it

can meet changing requirements of tomorrow while staying least intrusive

to national sovereignty and to sound operation of the industry.

One important aspect in improving efficiency is to make better use

of safeguards tools already provided for in INFCIRC/153« These include:

more efficient record keeping by states; better reporting, hopefully

machine-assisted real-time on-line; development of detection and measure-

ment instruments; better co-ordination between international system and

states' or regional system; and better use of containment arid surveillance.

These notions may be related to the physical protection and also to the

requirement of graded safeguards according to strategic significance of

material being produced or handled. In addition to physical means of

containment and surveillance, finding new system parameters which describe

the state of operational activities is one suggested L:- ̂ 1IOd.

Since the Agency's resources are necessarily limited in reality,

optimum deployment of efforts becomes very important consideration on the

part of the IAEA inspectorate. Cost/effectiveness of safeguards efforts

as well as cost/effectiveness of diversion have to be considered in the

process of formulating this strategy. In addition to financial, technical

and personnels support countries can provide to the Agency, participation

of all major nuclear countries would greatly help improve technical
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effectiveness bj giving consistency to reports, by decreasing internation-

al shipper/receiver différences, and by assuring containment during

international transit.

3.2 Cooperation amp»g supplying countries

The general agreement among the nuclear supplying countries to

require IAEA safeguards as condition of export and to further supplement

it by safeguarding transferred technology and by providing for adequate

physical protection of material transferred or produced has been hailed

by some as a "promising new approach.'" ' It is yet too early to assess

the effect of this agreement, and of course any such agreement carries

with it a danger of over-doing. But at least it demonstrates that the

supplying countries came to a common recognition that IAEA safeguards

needs to be supplemented by additional arrangements. In fact the earliest

joint efforts in this line was the agreement on the so-called trigger list

(INFCIRC/209) as required under Article III-2-b of NPT. Other concept for

strengthening of non-proliferation regime include multi-national control of

reprocessing such as regional center, IAEA controlled I*u storage, nuclear

fuel park which combine reprocessing plant arid Pu fuel fabrication thus

minimizing diversion or hijack opportunities. As practical proposition,

each of these involve difficult political, legal or business problems. For

instance, truly multi-national construction and management of a large

commercial nuclear facilities has never been tried before and risk-sharing

and adjustment of national requirements would not be easy. Fuel park

concept, on the other hand, pre-supposes exact matching between Pu produc-

tion and demand and thus have to be based on a very large scale Pu

economy.

5.3 Political considerations

Almost all of the supplementary measures mentioned above are politi-

cally motivated and thus need careful examination regarding their
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practical feasibility and about the extent to which they might hamper

proper international nuclear trade. At the same time it goes without

saying that restrictive measures cannot be fully effective unless ac-

companied by clear definition of sanctions against violation. Procedures

for sanctions need not necessarily be very legal or inflexible as long as

there is an international concensus that violation of non-proliferation

codes would involve major risk to the states concerned. In fact, overly

legalistic or mechanistic approach can create more problems than they

resolve. It would be more important that political and military arrange-

ments are worked out in such ways as to make horizontal proliferation an

unattractive policy option. In this sense, continued emphasis by some

nuclear weapon states on nuclear weapons for national security or prestige

purposes and continuation of vertical proliferation produces exactly the

opposite effects.

6. TEfIINOLOGy TRANSFER AS TIIE PROBLEM OF 01.11 TIME

Technology transfer between nations is one of the major new problems

of our time, and uuclcar trade is a typical example. IAEA Safeguards is

an instrument to assure that the transfer for the purpose of meeting the

global social needs would not result in misuse of technology. In some

cases, transfer of technology is very difficult because of the lack of

necessary social infrastructure to make it work. On the other hand, too

much success in transfer raises proliferation problem, and this is not

limited to the case of nuclear warheads capabilities but also extend to

their delivery technologies. After all, it is when the two are combined

that they become militarily significant threats. Clearly, this general

problem cannot be solved just by instituting technical or procedural

means. What is needed to make IAEA Safeguards effective and meaningful

in tomorrow's world is the basic wisdom which appreciates nuclear

proliferation as a part of more general problem.

15
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